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Agenda

1. Review of minutes from last meeting

2. Review of Action Items from last meeting

3. General Items Update

4. GNI Scheduled Maintenance Update

5. Notification Procedures - in the event of Transportation System Issues

6. Update on Virtual Reverse Flow (VRF)

7. Code Modification Proposal 
‒ A071 Alternative Capacity Arrangements in event of GNI Interruptions to Flows

8. Code Modification Proposal
‒ A078 Overrun Charges at Domestic Entry Points

9. Code Modification Proposal
‒ A079 Classification of CNG Exit Points as Daily Metered (DM)

10. Gas and Electricity Interaction

11. Transparency Data

12. AOB

13. Next Code Modification Forum Meeting
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1. Review of minutes from last meeting 
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2. Review of Action Items from last meeting 
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ID Action Responsibility Status Priority

C464
Transporter to consider the concerns raised by industry in relation to credit level ratings. It will also 

discuss the issues directly with industry participants where necessary.
Transporter Open Medium

C478
Transporter is to consider what the earliest possible date is for the implementation of a multi-party 

framework and/or a market based imbalance cash out price.
Transporter Open High

C483

Transporter is to investigate adding further enhancements to the VRF product:

1. Notification if additional VRF capacity available.

2. Within-day auctions

3. Interruption time-stamping

Transporter Open High

C501
Release a revision of Version 5.1 of the Code of Operations which reflects any Code Modifications 

approved by the CER subsequent to the 1st of October 2015.
Transporter Open Medium

C512 Commission Instruction on A071 to be issued. Regulator
Propose to 

Close
Medium

C513 Regulator’s rationale for implementing A071 and A074 to be circulated Regulator
Propose to 

Close
Medium

C518
Industry to provide feedback on proposed alternative (capacity overselling) approach to A078 

within two weeks.
Industry

Propose to 

Close
High

C519
Transporter to provide the relevant party with an explanation of how the Tariff Model pairing of 

entry and exit distance data is determined.
Transporter

Propose to 

Close
High

C520 Transporter to circulate an Excel version of the Monthly Report to the CMF mailing list. Transporter
Propose to 

Close
Medium

C521
Transporter to circulate a list of the metrics it is proposing to include on the new transparency 

Website, for industry feedback.
Transporter

Open - see

Slide 34
High

Code Modification Forum – Open Actions



3. General Items Update

Code Modification Forum
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Code of Operations 5.0

• Version 5.0 of the Code of Operations has been approved by the CER and is now live 

on the GNI website at the following location:

‒ http://www.gasnetworks.ie/en-IE/Gas-Industry/Services-for-Suppliers/codeofoperations/

• Version 5.0 of the Code of Operations consolidates all changes approved up to the 1st

of October 2015.

• A further revision will be released shortly to reflect any Code Mods approved by the 

CER subsequent to the 1st of October 2015.
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Change of Date to Annual Capacity Auction and Indicative 17/18 Tariffs

• The Transporter wishes to remind Shippers that, as previously notified via email, in 2017 the Annual 

Capacity Auction will take place on 6th March 2017.

• The Regulator has advised that the approach for the 17/18 auction will be the same as was used last 

year, i.e. using the published 16/17 tariffs as indicative 17/18 Tariffs, and that the quarterly prices, for 

each quarter, will be the sum of the current monthly tariffs for the three months in the quarter.
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4. GNI Scheduled Maintenance Update

Code Modification Forum
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Network Maintenance Update
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Location Nature of Works
Planned Timings 

(Subject to change)
Duration (days)

Entry/Exit Points 

Affected

Impact on flows 

at entry/exit 

points affected

- Nothing to report - - - -



IT Maintenance Update
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Nature of Works Planned Timings (Subject to change) Duration (days) Systems Affected

Nothing to report

Please note the above works/timings/duration are subject to change



5. Notification Procedures -

in the event of Transportation System Issues
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• Notification Procedures, detailed in the Notification to Shippers in the event of Transportation 

System Issues – Lessons Learned document have been formalised as a protocol.

• These Notification Procedures were put into effect in advance of works at the Bellanaboy Entry 

Point on the 21st to 23rd November last.
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Notification Procedures



6. Update on Virtual Reverse Flow (VRF)
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• Statement by CER
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7. Code Modification Proposal A071:

‘Alternative Capacity Arrangements in event of 

GNI Interruptions to Flows’

Code Modification Forum
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A071 Current Status 

• CER Instruction to Proceed to Legal Drafting
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8. Code Modification Proposal A078:

‘Overrun Charges at Domestic Entry Points’

Code Modification Forum
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Responses to A078 – Proposed ‘Oversell’ Approach

IOOA
• This IOOA response should be read in conjunction with their previous responses and slides presented at previous CMF Meetings. 

The IOOA has made it clear in their previous response why they support the proposal and consider these reasons to remain valid.

• As requested by CER, IOOA have discussed with GNI the following:

‒ detailed rules that would apply to the proposed use of the overrun mechanism;

‒ the extent to which there would be any IT, operational issues or current code provisions that would need to be addressed; and 

likely timescales for implementation.

• Following these discussions, the IOOA proposed an alternative preferred capacity oversell option, in lieu of using overrun charges.

‒ The IOOA considers this oversell approach to be relatively simple/straightforward to implement, from a GNI perspective, and 

state that it could and should be implemented immediately.

Role of the Corrib Allocation Agent

• The IOOA considers the role of the Corrib Allocation Agent to be the allocation of gas volumes between the upstream producers and 

their respective shipper counterparties; stressing that the Agent has no role in purchasing/allocating entry capacity to the GNI grid.

• The IOOA also reiterates that the Corrib Allocation Agent operates under a commercial agreement: the Bellanaboy Administration 

Agreement (BAA); and that the Agent helps to ensure that the right parties are allocated the correct volumes of gas prior to their 

arranging its entry to the Grid. 

• The IOOA note that in the event of a dispute between an upstream producer and a downstream shipper at the Bellanaboy entry 

point, the BAA includes a dispute resolution process.
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Responses to A078 – Proposed ‘Oversell’ Approach

IOOA (Continued)
The Impact on GNI’s Revenues and Tariffs

• The IOOA notes that the overselling of capacity may result in revenue over-recovery of the GNI portion of the Bellanaboy entry tariff. 

They state that if so, it would be redistributed through the K-factor methodology that GNI applies to the tariff setting process:

The IOOA describe how any over-recovery in Gas Year 1 of the GNI portion of the Bellanaboy entry tariff would be returned to all 

shippers through the K-factor adjustment in Gas Year 3. A common k-factor applies to all entry points so all entry point tariffs in Gas 

Year 3 would reduce, as a result of the over-recovery at Bellanaboy.

• The IOOA argues that since the k-factor adjustment would be smeared across all entry points, the relative tariff differential between 

them will remain unchanged, noting that the impact of revenue under or over recovery has been managed at other entry points, over 

recent years. The IOOA believe that the common k-factor applying to all entry points reduces the tariff instability effect.

Impact on Corrib Partner’s Linkline Revenues and Tariffs

• The IOOA states that overselling of capacity may result in revenue over-recovery on the Corrib Linkline in that year. However, the IOOA 

believes that this over-recovery will have no impact on the future Corrib Linkline element of the Bellanaboy entry tariff, as this will not 

vary over time, as determined in CER decision CER/15/141.

How much to Oversell?

• The IOOA believes that the proposed oversell approach should involve selling double the current physical limit of 103.87GWh/d 

(note: physical gas flows would not exceed this level). 

• The IOOA considers such an approach to strike the right balance between more efficient capacity booking and utilisation on the part of 

shippers and providing producers with sufficient comfort that they will be able to get gas to market.
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Shell
• Shell supports the IOOA response, and is in favour of the oversell option as a means of implementing A078. 

Bord Gáis Energy
Bord Gáis Energy does not see any validity in the A078 proposal in any form, for the following reasons:

• It appears to BGE that there may be other secondary reasons for the proposed Code Modification, as effective rules are already in place, 

so why would one introduce new rules at the Corrib Entry point, which would need to apply for all Entry points equally, when the rules 

already in place have a long history of working fine. 

• BGE believes that the cost of Corrib entry ensures that no shipper would opportunistically hold extra capacity with a view to holding 

others to ransom (a mere 5% of Corrib Entry capacity is 5GWh, which would cost over €3M).

• BGE believes there to be no evidence of any intentional capacity hoarding since Corrib has gone into production. (Two minor shortages 

were sorted with a phone call, so no Shipper has been left short capacity to flow gas). 

• BGE stresses that overselling capacity carries a real and tangible safety risk on the Corrib pipeline, and would require a full safety review 

prior to any approval being granted (to ensure that there is zero likelihood of gas flows going above the 103.87 GWh limit on capacity).

• BGE states that post year one, the production capacity will be less than the technical capacity, and therefore there will be excess 

capacity safely available for purchase.

• BGE feels that it is unacceptable that an unregulated party would be in control of capacity allocations. 

• BGE holds the view that the concerned parties seem unwilling to rely on the market in the form of Secondary Capacity Trading to provide 

the solution to a concern that doesn’t truly exist. 
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Transporter’s High Level View on A078 – Proposed ‘Oversell’ Approach

• The Transporter does not consider there to be a need to implement A078, including the Proposed 

‘Oversell’ approach, at this juncture:

‒ The Transporter has not seen any evidence of ‘Capacity Hoarding’ at any Entry Point.

‒ There were isolated instances of shippers not being able to access capacity on 2-3 days over the summer 

period, which appeared to have been resolved in the meantime, and the entry point and capacity arrangements 

appear to be working well.

‒ The Transporter believes that, given the small number of parties active at the Bellanaboy Entry Point, these 

parties should be able to put in place appropriate commercial/ operational arrangements to enable capacity 

trading and alignment of shipper needs and capacity on a given day.

 Indeed, this appears to be occurring since November, when all of the Technical Capacity was purchased on 

an annual basis.

 The Transporter is seeing regular occurrences of secondary capacity trading at the Entry Point.
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Transporter’s Position on Potential Implementation of A078
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If the Regulator is minded to approve A078 (or variation thereof), then GNI’s role and the rules around this need to be clear:

1. The Transporter will, under no circumstances, allow more than the agreed technical capacity of 103.87 GWh/day to flow into 

the network system in line with the provisions of the Connected System Agreement between GNI and the Corrib operator.

2. Albeit capacity above and beyond 103 GWh would be made available to shippers under this proposal, GNI will not allow any 

further physical flows above 103.87 GWH/day or compromise any existing safety protocols. The 103.87 GWh/day limit reflects 

the operational limits of the Mayo-Galway pipeline.

3. The Corrib Agent will have exclusive responsibility for how the 103.87 GWh/day of max physical flows will be 

allocated/distributed amongst shippers after the day – to the extent that a given shipper disputes the amount allocated relative

to their capacity booking, this will be a commercial matter with their Corrib producer/Corrib agent.

4. The Transporter will take no responsibility for disputes arising from the fact that shippers have booked capacity at the entry 

point but were unable to secure deliveries relative to what was purchased.

5. The Transporter considers the Proposer’s suggestion to double capacity to twice that of technical capacity to be excessive, and 

stresses that there needs to be some form of alignment between capacity being made available and physical capacity available 

for offtake.



A078

• Discussion
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9. Code Modification Proposal A079:

‘Classification of CNG Exit Points as Daily 

Metered (DM)’

Code Modification Forum
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Code Modification Proposal Presentation

Classification of CNG Exit Points as Daily Metered (DM)

Code Modification Number: A079

Proposer: Gas Networks Ireland

Submission Date:  04/01/2017



Introduction to Code Modification Proposal A079

Code Modification Proposal 

Title and No Code Modification A079: Classification of CNG Exit Points as Daily Metered (DM)

Proposed Implementation Date 01/02/2017

Rationale for Implementation 

Date

The Transporter considers it appropriate to implement this Proposed Code Modification as 

soon as possible, in order to produce required usage data on CNG.

Proposed sections of the Code 

to be Modified 

Part A [Definitions and Interpretation], Section 1.1: A new definition of a Compressed Natural 

Gas (CNG) Exit Point to be included.

Part F [Administration], Section 2 [Classification]: 

Section 2.2.1: Inclusion of CNG as type of Customer Classification. Additional 

amendments to the text in this section may also be required.

Section 2.2 [Reclassification]: Appropriate changes/exemptions for reclassification for 

CNG Exit Points (e.g. notwithstanding the Annual Quantity or forecast Annual Quantity, 

a CNG Exit Point shall be classified as a DM Point). 



Intended Outcome of Proposed Code Modification A079

• Shippers and the Transporter will receive relevant metered CNG data, which they will require 

for the various purposes outlined in the Proposal rationale.



• Based on current Customer Classifications, the new CNG Exit point would currently be classified as an 

NDM (Non-Daily Metered) Customer, due to forecast annual quantities being small (<5,500,000 kWh) in 

the initial years of CNG rollout. However, Shippers and end-users have indicated their preference for a 

Daily Metered (DM) Customer Classification for the CNG Exit Point, to enable daily updates on CNG 

usage. Gas Networks Ireland also require access to this data in order to determine the impact of this new 

category of usage on the network.

• Consequently, this Code Modification proposes that although CNG will have an initial expected annual 

quantity of <5,500,000 kWh (i.e. NDM Classification), it should be classified as DM (where the annual 

quantity is >5,500,000 kWh and <57,500,000 kWh).

• The rationale for this proposed Code Modification is as follows:

• The Transporter requires this data, as part of the initial pilot study, for which it has received grant aid.

• Operators and Shippers have indicated that they will want daily CNG usage data in order to monitor 

the development of this new customer segment.

Rationale for Proposed Code Modification A079



Classification of the CNG Exit Point as Daily Metered (DM) will facilitate informed (and timely) 

stakeholder decision making concerning CNG usage, by ensuring:

• The Transporter can access and report daily data on CNG usage, as required as part of the 

initial pilot study.

• Shippers have access to and can report on relevant daily data on CNG, when required.

Benefits of Implementing Proposed Modification A079 



• The shipping community and the Transporter will not receive daily metered CNG data, which 

they will require for the purposes previously outlined. 

Consequences of not Implementing A079
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10. Gas and Electricity Interaction



11.   Transparency Data

Code Modification Forum
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Updates to Monthly Reports

• An Excel version of the Monthly report is being circulated to the CMF Mailing List (as per Action Item 520).

• In response to requests from industry to provide the Transportation Monthly Report at an earlier stage:

• A Preliminary draft of monthly data is being circulated, prior to the finalised complete 

Transportation Monthly Report (which is published once monthly billing is finalised).

• Note: Data in this Preliminary Monthly Report should be treated as draft and subject to change.

• A complete Excel version of the Entry and Exit data for all of 2016 has also been circulated.

Data Transparency Website

• The Transporter is currently establishing whether refinements to the Monthly Report could be 

facilitated for “after the day” data and the feasibility of reporting “during the day” data, until the 

new Transparency Website is up and running.

Transparency Data



12.   Any Other Business

Code Modification Forum
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A065 – Financial Security Update

Code Modification Forum
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Financial Security – Implementation Update

• Systemisation of the new Financial Security functionality development  has been completed and will be 

released on 18th January 2017.

‒ User Acceptance Testing was successfully completed in October 16

‒ System Acceptance Testing was successfully completed in December 16

‒ Ken Galloway , Shipper Services Manager, has been in regular contact with Shipper Financial 

Security contacts. Training guide developed and distributed and 1-1 training provided as required 

and all queries answered to ensure smooth Transition

‒ Please contact Ken should you have any queries at Ken.Galloway@gasnetworks.ie
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Financial Security – New process summary

• Under the new process, Shippers with a requirement to provide financial security will be required to manage their 

financial security on GTMS

• Financial security will be required to be in place at the time of raising requests for Short Term IP Capacity products 

and non IP Entry and Exit Daily Capacity Products

• Shippers will have the ability to move credit back and forth between GTMS and PRISMA 

• Moving credit to PRISMA will enable a shipper to take part in auctions for short term IP Capacity products

• GTMS will have a warning system to alert shippers to the fact that they have used in excess of 80% of their financial 

security amount in place with GNI

• Shippers are expected to ensure the appropriate FS surplus is in place to meet requirements. In the instance where 

a Shipper has an unexpected Capacity booking requirement but has insufficient surplus in place, the shipper will 

have the ability to request a credit extension 

• This credit extension will be valid for a period of 3 business days in which time the Shipper should provide the 

appropriate update to their financial security option to meet their financial security obligations as per the Financial 

security Policy. (e.g. Letter of Credit update, transfer of monies to deposit account)
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Financial Security – New process summary
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Financial Security – New process summary
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Rules

• Credit extension available to each Shipper has been calculated by GNI and notified to 

Shippers. The value will be reviewed at regular intervals. 

• Requested credit extensions will be available for 3 business days

• The 3 business days will be counted starting on the next business day after credit extension 

request

• A shipper cannot make another application for an additional credit extension until the 

Shipper has provided the appropriate update to their financial security Cover to GNI

• Shipper to provide required update to their financial security cover in place with GNI to meet 

their financial security obligations as per the Financial security Policy by end of 3rd business 

day of credit extension.



Financial Security – Release Day

• The release will follow normal GTMS release practice and a notification mail will be sent out re the 
period for which GTMS will not be available to allow implementation. 

• As per normal GTMS release practice Shippers should not enter any PRISMA auctions or trades 
during the GTMS downtime.

• Following the release, the “Shipper Credit Limit Dashboard” will be made available to the GTMS 
Users with appropriate access.

• Shipper with a Financial Security requirement will have the FS surplus on the day of the release 
entered in the “GTMS Surplus” pot.

• Shippers with Financial Security requirement will have to transfer the appropriate euro value for the 
Financial Security requirement into the “PRISMA Surplus“ pot before entering a PRISMA Auction.

• To raise a Non IP Entry Capacity or Exit Capacity Booking on GTMS Shippers will need to ensure the 
appropriate euro value for the Financial Security requirement of the Capacity Product is in the “GTMS 
Surplus” pot.
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Financial Security – Points to note

• Only Shippers utilising the Deposit Agreement and Letter of Credit options to meet their Financial 

Security requirements are affected by release.

• If you have a letter of credit, you will need to ensure that the expiry date of your letter of credit is at 

least 87 days in advance at all times.

‒ If the Expiry date comes within the configurable surplus period of 86 days (agreed in the business 

rules) then the FS Surplus will be zero as the Letter of Credit in place does not cover the required 

period.

• Annual and Quarterly IP Capacity products do not require the appropriate Financial Security 

requirement to be in place at time of the PRISMA Auction 
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Financial Security – Background Information

• Background information and the agreed business rules (version 3) can be found on the GNI website 

at 

‒ http://www.gasnetworks.ie/en-IE/Gas-Industry/Services-for-

Suppliers/codeofoperations/code-mods/Live-Modifications/A065-Financial-Security-

Modifications-as-a-result-of-CAM/

• For reference, the FS Policy can be found the GNI Website at 

‒ http://www.gasnetworks.ie/en-IE/Gas-Industry/Services-for-

Suppliers/codeofoperations/Related-Documents/
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13. Upcoming Code Modification Forum Meetings
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CMF Dates 2017 Location

18th January 2017 (Wednesday) Dublin

22nd February 2017 (Wednesday) Cork

12th April 2017 (Wednesday) Dublin

24th May 2017 (Wednesday) Cork

5th July 2017 (Wednesday) Dublin

16th August 2017 (Wednesday) Cork

27th September 2017 (Wednesday) Dublin

8th November 2017 (Wednesday) Cork

13th December 2017 (Wednesday) Dublin



Thank you for your participation


